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PART-II 

31. Coulomb’s law: The force of attraction or repulsionbetween two point 

charges is directly proportional to the product of thecharges and inversely 

proportional to the square of the distance between them. 

𝑭𝜶
𝒒𝟏𝒒𝟐

𝒓𝟐
 𝒐𝒓           𝑭 = 𝒌

𝒒𝟏𝒒𝟐

𝒓𝟐
 

32. 

33.The electrical resistivity of a material: 

The electrical resistivity of a material is defined as the resistanceoffered to 

current flow by a conductor of unit length having unit areaof cross section.Unit : 

ohm−m (Ω m).  

34.E.M.F POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE 

1. The difference of potentials between 

the two terminals of acell in an open 

circuit is called the electromotive force 

(emf) of a cell. 

The difference in potentials between any 

two points in a closed circuitis called 

potential difference. 

2. The emf is independent of external 

resistance of the circuit 

potential difference is proportional to the 

resistance betweenany two points. 
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35.Applications of superconductors (Any three): 

(i) Superconductors form the basis of energy saving powersystems, namely 

the superconducting generators, which are smaller insize and weight, in 

comparison with conventional generators. 

(ii) Superconducting magnets have been used to levitate trainsabove its rails. 

They can be driven at high speed with minimalexpenditure of energy. 

(iii) Superconducting magnetic propulsion systems may be usedto launch 

satellites into orbits directly from the earth without the useof rockets. 

(iv) High efficiency ore–separating machines may be built 

usingsuperconducting magnets which can be used to separate tumor cellsfrom 

healthy cells by high gradient magnetic separation method. 

(v) Since the current in a superconducting wire can flowwithout any change 

in magnitude, it can be used for transmissionlines. 

(vi) Superconductors can be used as memory or storageelements in 

computers. 

36. Fleming’s Left Hand Rule: 

The forefinger, the middle finger and the thumb of the left handare stretched 

in mutually perpendicular directions. If the forefingerpoints in the direction of the 

magnetic field, the middle finger points inthe direction of the current, then the 

thumb points in the direction ofthe force on the conductor. 
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37.

 

38.Q factor 

The Q factor of a series resonant circuit is defined as the ratio ofthe voltage 

across a coil or capacitor to the applied voltage. 

Q = Voltage across L or C 

Applied voltage 

39. The amount of optical rotation depends on : 

(i) thickness of crystal 

(ii) density of the crystal or concentration in the case of solutions. 

(iii) wavelength of light used 

(iv) the temperature of the solutions. 
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40.

 

41.The ionisationpotential :The ionisation potential is that accelerating potential 

whichmakes the impinging electron acquire sufficient energy to knock outan 

electron from the atom and thereby ionise the atom. 

42.
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43. Threshold frequency :Thresholdfrequency is defined as the minimum 

frequency of incident radiationbelow which the photoelectric emission is not 

possible completely,however high the intensity of incident radiation may be. 

44. Curie :Curie is defined as the quantity of a radioactive substance whichgives 

 3.7 × 10
10 

disintegrations per second or 3.7 × 10
10 

becquerel. 

45. The following precautions are to be taken for those, who areworking in 

radiation laboratories. 

(1) Radioactive materials are kept in thick−walled leadcontainer. 

(2) Lead aprons and lead gloves are used while working inhazardous area. 

(3) All radioactive samples are handled by a remote controlprocess. 

(4) A small micro−film badge is always worn by the person and itis checked 

periodically for the safety limit of radiation. 

46. There are three different methods of doping a semiconductor. 

(i) The impurity atoms are added to the semiconductor in itsmolten state. 

(ii) The pure semiconductor is bombarded by ions of impurityatoms. 

(iii) When the semiconductor crystal containing the impurityatoms is heated, 

the impurity atoms diffuse into the hot crystal. 
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47. De-Morgan’s theorems: 

First theorem:  “The complement of a sum is equal to the product of 

thecomplements.” 𝐴 + 𝐵        = 𝐴 . 𝐵  

Second theorem :“The complement of a product is equal to the sum of 

thecomplements.”𝐴. 𝐵     = 𝐴 + 𝐵  

A and B are the inputs. 

48. 

 

 

 

49.Data :Rf=39kΩ       Rin=15kΩ         Vo=? 

Sol: Vo=-(Rf / Rs)Vin   , Vo=-(39×10
3
 /15×10

3
)(-2.5)   Vo=6.5V 

50.Modulation factor:It is defined as the ratio of the changeof amplitude in carrier 

wave after modulation to the amplitude of theun-modulated carrier wave.i.e. 

modulation factor,  

 𝑚 =
𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

Or                           𝑚 =
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒

𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟  𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒
 

PART-III 

51. Properties of lines of forces:  (i) Lines of force start from positive 

charge and terminate at negativecharge. 
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(ii) Lines of force never intersect. 

(iii) The tangent to a line of force at any point gives the direction ofthe 

electric field (E) at that point. 

(iv) The number of lines per unit area, through a plane at right anglesto the 

lines, is proportional to the magnitude of E. This meansthat, where the lines of 

force are close together, E is large andwhere they are far apart, E is small. 

(v) Each unit positive charge gives rise to
1

𝜀0
lines of force in freespace. 

Hence number of lines of force originating from a pointcharge qis N = 
𝑞

𝜀0
 in free 

space. 

52. Wheatstone’s bridge: 

 An important application of Kirchoff‟s law is theWheatstone‟s bridge(fig). 

Wheatstone‟s network consists ofresistances P, 

Q, R and S connected to forma closed path. A 

cell of emf E is connectedbetween points A 

and C. The current I fromthe cell is divided 

into I1, I2, I3and I4acrossthe four branches. The 

current through thegalvanometer is Ig. . The 

resistance ofgalvanometer is G. 

Applying Kirchoff‟s current law tojunction B, 

 

Applying Kirchoff‟s current law tojunction D 
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Applying Kirchoff‟s voltage law to closed path ABDA

 

Applying Kirchoff‟s voltage law to closed path ABCDA 

 

When the galvanometer shows zero deflection, the points B andD are at same 

potential and Ig= 0. Substituting Ig= 0 in equation (1),(2) and (3)

 

Substituting the values of (5) and (6) in equation (4)

 

Dividing (8) by (7) 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the condition for bridge balance. If P, Q and R are known,the resistance S 

can be calculated. 

53.(a) 
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53(b). 
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54.

 

 

55.Energy losses in a transformer 

(1) Hysteresis loss 

The repeated magnetisation and demagnetisation of the iron corecaused by 

the alternating input current, produces loss in energy calledhysterisis loss. This loss 

can be minimised by using a core with amaterial having the least hysterisis loss. 

Alloys like mumetal andsilicon steel are used to reduce hysterisis loss. 
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(2) Copper loss 

The current flowing through the primary and secondary windingslead to 

Joule heating effect. Hence some energy is lost in the form ofheat. Thick wires 

with considerably low resistance are used to minimize this loss. 

(3) Eddy current loss (Iron loss) 

The varying magnetic flux produces eddy current in the core.This leads to 

the wastage of energy in the form of heat. This loss isminimised by using a 

laminated core made of stelloy, an alloy of steel. 

(4) Flux loss 

The flux produced in the primary coil is not completely linkedwith the 

secondary coil due to leakage. This results in the loss ofenergy. This loss can be 

minimised by using a shell type core.In addition to the above losses, due to the 

vibration of the core,sound is produced, which causes a loss in the energy. 

56.Brewster’s Law: 

It has been 

observedexperimentally that 

the reflected and refracted rays 

are at right angles toeach other, 

when the light is incident at 

polarisingangle.From Fig , 

 I p+90
0
+ r = 180

0 

  r = 90
0
-  Ip 
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From Snell‟s law,  

µ =  
sin 𝑖 𝑝

sin 𝑟
 

where µ is the refractive index of the medium (glass). 

Substituting for r, we get 

 

The tangent of the polarising angle is numerically equal to therefractive index of 

the medium. 

57.Properties of X–rays: 

(i) X–rays are electromagnetic waves of very short wave length. They travel 

in straight lines with the velocity of light. They are invisibleto eyes. 

(ii) They undergo reflection, refraction, interference, diffractionand 

polarisation. 

(iii) They are not deflected by electric and magnetic fields. This indicates 

that X-rays do not have charged particles. 

(iv) They ionize the gas through which they pass. 

(v) They affect photographic plates. 

(vi) X–rays can penetrate through the substances which areopaque to 

ordinary light e.g. wood, flesh, thick paper, thin sheets ofmetals. 

(vii) When X–rays fall on certain metals, they liberate photoelectrons (Photo 

electric effect). 
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(viii) X-rays have destructive effect on living tissue. When thehuman body 

is exposed to X-rays, it causes redness of the skin, soresand serious injuries to the 

tissues and glands. They destroy the whitecorpuscles of the blood. 

(ix) X–rays do not pass through heavy metals such as lead and bones. If such 

objects are placed in their path, they cast their shadow. 

58.Length contraction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider two frames of references S and S′to be initially at rest. A rod is placed in 

the frame of reference S′and an observer O is in S (Fig ). The length of the rod in 

S′as measured by the observer in S is lo. 

Now the frame of reference S′moves with a velocityv along thepositive X-axis. 

Now, the length of the rod is measured as l by theobserver in S. Then 

 

Thus the length of the rod moving with a velocity 

vrelative to theobserver at rest 

is contracted by a factor in the 

direction ofmotion. This is known asLorentz – Fitzgerald contraction. 
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Example : A circular objectwill 

appear as an ellipse for afast 

moving observer as shown in fig  

. 

59.De Broglie equated the energy equations of Planck (wave) andEinstein 

(particle). 

For a wave of frequency ν,the energy associated with each photonis given by 

Planck‟s relation,E = hν …(1)where his Planck‟s constant. 

According to Einstein‟s mass energy relation, a mass misequivalent to energy,E = 

mc
2 
...(2)where cis the velocity of light. 

If,  hν= mc
2
 

 

 

For a particle moving with a velocity v, if c = vfrom equation (3) 

 

 

Where p = mv, the momentum of the particle. These hypotheticalmatter waves will 

have appreciable wavelength only for very lightparticles. 
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60.

 

61. Transistor as a switch : 

Transistors are widely used inswitching 

operations. In the Fig,NPN transistor is 

connected incommon emitter 

configuration and aresistor RBis 

connected in serieswith the base. The 

load resistance Rcis connected in series 

with thecollector. A pulse type waveform 

isapplied as the input to the 
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transistorthrough RB. When the input is high,base emitter junction is forwardbiased 

and current flows through RBinto the base. The values of RBand RCare chosen in 

such a manner thatthe base current flowing, is enough to saturate the transistor. 

When thetransistor is saturated, it is said to be ON (maximum current). When 

theinput is low (i.e.) at 0 V, the base emitter junction is not forward biased.So, no 

base current flows. Hence the transistor is said to be OFF. 

62.FM superheterodynereceiver :  An FM receiver is a superheterodyne 

type like a typical AMreceiver. The functional block diagram of an FM receiver is 

shown inFig . 

 

The RF section selects the incoming modulated signals and isamplified. It is 

then fed into the mixer and local oscillator. Here thefrequency of the modulated 

signal is changed to intermediate frequency.For FM receivers, this IF is 10.7 MHz. 

The intermediate frequencywave is amplified using IF amplifier and then its 

amplitude ismaintained constant using a limiter*. The output of this section 

isapplied to the FM detector which demodulates the modulated wave.The AF 

signal from the FM detector is then passed on through a de-emphasis network, 

where the various frequencies attain their originalpower distribution. Finally it is 

fed into the loud speaker afterperforming AF amplification. 
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PART –IV 

63.Electric potential at a point due to an electric dipole: 

Two charges –qat A and+qat B separated by a 

smalldistance  2dconstitute anelectric dipole 

and its dipolemoment is p(Fig 1.13).Let P be 

the point at adistance rfrom the midpointof the 

dipole O and θbe theangle between PO and 

theaxis of the dipole OB. Let r1and r2be the 

distances of thepoint P from  +qand  –qcharges 

respectively. 
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64.Magnetic induction due to infinitely long straight conductorcarrying 

current 

XY is an infinitely long straight conductor carrying a current I (Fig ). P is a point at 

a distance a from the conductor. AB is a smallelement of length dl. θis the angle 

between the current element I dland the line joining the element dland the point P. 

According to BiotSavart law, the magnetic induction at the point P due to the 

currentelement Idlis 

 𝑑𝐵 =
𝜇0Idl sin θ

4π𝑟2
      . 

AC is drawn perpendicular to BP from A. 

 

 

From equations (2) and (3), rdφ=dlsinθ...(4) 

substituting equation (4) in equation (1) 
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The total magnetic induction at P due to the conductor XY is

 

For infinitely long conductor, φ1= φ2= 90
0 

 

If the conductor is placed in a medium of permeability µ, 

 

65. Emf induced by changing the orientation of the coil 

PQRS is a rectangular coil of N turns and area A placed in a 

uniformmagnetic field B (Fig 4.10). The coil is rotated with an angular velocity 

ωinthe clockwise direction about an axis perpendicular to the direction of 

themagnetic field. Suppose, initially the coil is in vertical position, so that theangle 

between normal to the plane of the coil and magnetic field is zero. 
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After a time t, let (θ =ωt) be the angle through which the coil is rotated. Ifφis the 

flux linked with the coil at this instant, then 

φ= NBA cos θ 

The induced emf is,

 

The maximum value of 

the induced emf is, Eo= NABω 

Hence, the induced emf  can 

be represented as e = Eosin ωt 

The induced emf e varies sinusoidally with time t and the frequency being ν cycles 

per second  (𝛾 = 𝑤/2𝜋) 

(i) When ωt = 0,the plane of the coil is perpendicular to thefield B and hence e =0. 

(ii) When ωt = π/2, the plane of the coil is parallel to B andhence e = Eo 

(iii) When ωt = π,the plane of the coil is at right angle to B andhence e = 0. 

(iv) When ωt = 3π/2, the plane of the coil is again parallel to Band the induced emf 

is e = −Eo. 

(v) When ωt = 2π,the plane of the coil is again perpendicularto B and hence e = 0. 

If the ends of the coil are connected to an external circuit througha resistance R, 

current flows through the circuit, which is alsosinusoidal in nature. 

66.Types of spectra:  When white light falls on a prism, placed in a spectrometer, 

thewaves of different wavelengths are deviated to different directions bythe prism. 
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The image obtained in the field of view of the telescopeconsists of a number of 

coloured images of the slit. Such an image iscalled a spectrum. 

If the slit is illuminated with light from sodium vapour lamp, twoimages of 

the slit are obtained in the yellow region of the spectrum.These images are the 

emission lines of sodium having wave lengths5896A
o
and 5890A

o
. This is known 

as spectrum of sodium. 

The spectra obtained from different bodies can be classified intotwo types .(i) 

emission spectra and (ii) absorption spectra. 

(i) Emission spectra 

When the light emitted directly from a source is examined witha 

spectrometer, the emission spectrum is obtained. Every source hasits own 

characteristic emission spectrum. 

The emission spectrum is of three types. 

1. Continuous spectrum 2. Line spectrum and 3. Band spectrum 

1. Continuous spectrum: It consists of unbroken luminous bands of all 

wavelengthscontaining all the colours from violet to red. These spectra depend 

onlyon the temperature of the source and is independent of thecharacteristic of the 

source.Incandescent solids, liquids, Carbon arc, electric filament lampsetc, give 

continuous spectra. 

2. Line spectrum: Line spectra are sharp lines of definite wavelengths. It is 

thecharacteristic of the emitting substance. It is used to identify the gas.Atoms in 

the gaseousstate, i.e. free excited atomsemit line spectrum. Thesubstance in atomic 

statesuch as sodium in sodium vapour lamp, mercury in mercury vapourlamp and 
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gases in discharge tube give line spectra (Fig. 5.4).

 

Fig : Line spectrum of hydrogen 

3. Band Spectrum: It consists of a number of bright bands with a sharp edge 

at oneend but fading out at the other end.Band spectra are obtained from 

molecules. It is the characteristicof the molecule. Calcium or Barium salts in a 

bunsen flame and gaseslike carbon−di−oxide, ammonia and nitrogen in molecular 

state in thedischarge tube give band spectra. When the bands are examined 

withhigh resolving power spectrometer, each band is found to be made ofa large 

number of fine lines, very close to each other at the sharp edgebut spaced out at the 

other end. Using band spectra the molecularstructure of the substance can be 

studied. 

(ii) Absorption Spectra:  When the light emitted from a source is made to 

pass through anabsorbing material and then examined with a spectrometer, 

theobtained spectrum is called absorption spectrum. It is thecharacteristic of the 

absorbing substance.Absorption spectra is also of three types 

1. continuous absorption spectrum 2. line absorption spectrum and 

3. band absorption spectrum 

1. Continuous absorption spectrum:A pure green glass plate when placed in the 

path of white light,absorbs everything except green and gives continuous 

absorptionspectrum. 
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2. Line absorption spectrum : When light from the carbon arc is made to pass 

through sodiumvapour and then examined by a spectrometer, a continuous 

spectrumof carbon arc with two dark lines in the yellow region is obtained 

asshown in Fig.5.5. 

 

3. Band absorption spectrum : If white light is allowed to pass through 

iodine vapour or dilutesolution of blood or chlorophyll or through certain solutions 

of organicand inorganic compounds, dark bands on continuous brightbackground 

are obtained. The band absorption spectra are used formaking dyes. 

67.Ruby laser 

The Ruby laser was 

first developed by 

T.Maiman in 1960. 

Itconsists of a single crystal 

of ruby rod of length 10 cm 

and 0.8 cm indiameter. A 

ruby is a crystal of 

aluminium oxide Al2O3, in which some ofaluminium ions (Al
3+

) are replaced by 

the chromium ions (Cr
3+

). Theopposite ends of ruby rod are flat and parallel; one 

end is fully silvered andthe other is partially silvered (i.e.) semi transparent. The 

ruby rod issurrounded by a helical xenon flash tube which provides the 

pumpinglight to raise the chromium ions to upper energy level (Fig 6.29). In 
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thexenon flash tube, each flash lasts several milliseconds and in each flasha few 

thousand joules of energy is consumed. 

The simplified energy level diagram of chromium ions in a rubylaser, 

indicating appropriate 

excitation and decay is 

shown in Fig .In normal 

state, most of the 

chromium ions are in 

the ground state 

E1.Whenthe ruby rod is 

irradiated by a flash of 

light, the 5500 Å radiation(green colour) photons are absorbed by the chromium 

ions which arepumped to theexcited state E3.The excited iongives up part of 

itsenergy to thecrystal lattice anddecay withoutgiving any radiationto the meta 

stablestate E2. Since, thestate E2has amuch longer lifetime (10
-3

s), the number of 

ions in this state goes onincreasing. Thus population inversion is achieved between 

the statesE2and E1. When the excited ion from the metastable state E2dropsdown 

spontaneously to the ground state E1, it emits a photon ofwavelength 6943 Å. This 

photon travels through the ruby rod and isreflected back and forth by the silvered 

ends until it stimulates otherexcited ion and causes it to emit a fresh photon in 

phase withstimulating photon. Thus the reflections will amount to the 

additionalstimulated emission – the so called amplification by stimulatedemission. 

This stimulated emission is the laser transition. Finally, apulse of red light of 

wavelength 6943 Å emergesthrough the partiallysilvered end of thecrystal. 

Figure 1 Energy level diagram for Ruby Laser 
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68. Cosmic Rays:  The ionising radiation many times stronger than γ-rays 

entering the earth from all the directions from cosmic or interstellar space is known 

as cosmic rays. 

Latitude effect :  The experiments to study the variation of cosmic ray 

intensity (I)with geomagnetic latitude (θ) showed that the intensity is maximumat 

the poles (θ  =90
0
), minimum at the equator (θ= 0) and constantbetween latitudes 

of 42
0
and 90

0
. The variation of cosmic ray intensitywith geomagnetic latitude is 

known as latitude effect and is shownin Fig 8.11.The decrease in cosmic ray 

intensity at the earth‟s equator isexplained to be due to the earth‟s magnetic field. 

The charged particlesapproaching the earth near the poles travel almost along the 

direction ofthe magnetic lines of force. They experience no force and easily reach 

thesurface of the earth and hence maximum intensity at poles. But thecharged 

particles that approach at the equator have to travel in aperpendicular direction to 

the field and are deflected away. Only particleswith sufficient energy can reach the 

equator, while the slow particles aredeflected back into cosmos and hence 

minimum intensity at the equator. 
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Altitude effect 

The study of variation of cosmicray 

intensity (I) with altitude (h) isknown as 

altitude effect, which isrepresented in Fig 

8.12. It is seen thatthe intensity increases with 

altitudeand reaches a maximum at a height 

ofabout 20 km. Above this height thereis a 

fall in intensity. The experimentalresults are 

similar at different placesof the earth. 

 

69.Feedback in amplifiers : 

Feedback is said to exist in an amplifier circuit, when a fraction of theoutput 

signal is returned or fed back to the input and combined withthe input signal. If the 

magnitude of the input signal is reduced by thefeed back, the feed back is called 

negative or degenerative. If themagnitude of the input signal is increased by the 

feed back, such feedback is called positive or regenerative. 

Voltage Gain:   For an ordinary amplifier i.e. without feedback, let 

V0and Vibethe output voltage and input voltage respectively. If A be the 

voltagegain of the amplifier, then 

 

The gain A is often called as open–loop gain.The general theory of feedback can 

be explained with the help ofblock diagram shown in Fig 9.39. 
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 The feedback amplifier has two parts(i.e) amplifier and feedback circuit. The 

feedback circuit usuallyconsists of passive components (resistor, capacitor, 

inductor). Afraction (say β) of the output voltage is fed back to the input 

throughthe feedback circuit. Let V′  οbe the output voltge with feedback. 

Therefore, after feedback the input voltage V′I becomes, 

V′i= Vi+ βV′ ο ... (1) 

For positive feedback, β is taken as positive. For negativefeedback, βis taken 

as negative. 

For positive feedback, the input voltage will be Vi+ βV′ ο. Whenthis is 

amplified A times by the amplifier, the output voltage afterfeedback (V′ ο) will be 

A(Vi+ βV′ο) 

∴ V′ ο= A (Vi+ βV′ ο) ... (2) 

V′ο(1– βA) = AVi... (3) 

Then the voltage gain of the amplifier with feedback is
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70.Transmission and reception of radar 

The block diagram of a simple radar system is shown inFig 10.21. This 

block diagram indicates that the radar system consistsof both the transmitting and 

the receiving system.The transmitting system consists of a transmitter and a pulser. 
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The receiving system consists of a receiver and an indicator. In most ofthe 

cases, a single antenna is used for both transmission and receptionand this is 

achieved with the use of TR switch (Transmitter ReceiverSwitch). This switching 

arrangement is called as „duplexer‟. Thisconnects the antenna to the transmitter 

during transmission and to thereceiver during reception. Moreover, this switch 

isolates the sensitivereceiver from the damaging effects of the high power 

transmitter.The transmitter is essentially a high power magnetron oscillatorwhich 

generates high power pulses. This transmitter is turned on andoff with a periodic 

pulse from the pulser. Thus the transmittergenerates periodic pulses of very short 

duration. These short pulsesare fed to the antenna which radiates them into the 

space. Theantenna is highly directional. 

If the transmitted pulse hits any target, a weak echo signalreturns to the same 

antenna. But, now the TR switch puts the antennain contact with the receiver. This 

echo signal is amplified anddemodulated by the superhet receiver. The sensitivity 

of the receiveris very high. The detected output is sent to the indicator. The 

indicatoris a cathode ray tube. The CRT displays the original transmitted pulseas 

well as the detected echo pulse along a horizontal base line. Thesynchronising 

pulse generated by the „timer‟ is supplied to bothtransmitting and receiving 

systems. So, the indicator records thetransmitted pulse as well as the returning 

pulse simultaneously. Thereturning echo pulse appears slightly displaced from the 

transmittedpulse and this displacement is a measure of the range of the target. 

----------------------------$----------------------------------- 
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